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Anger in Turkey over allegations of links between security services and the criminal
underworld
97% relevance 24/01/1998
There is anger in Turkey over allegations of links between the security services and the
criminal underworld.

similar stories

Sex criminals may be tagged
95% relevance 16/03/2000
Advanced electronic tags could be fitted to sex criminals, stalkers and wife-beaters to
stop them going near their victims under proposed laws.

similar stories

Cyber criminals putting goverment at risk
95% relevance 23/02/1999
The threat of damage to the government's computer network is increasing as the Internet
expands, Commons leader Margaret Beckett has warned.

similar stories

A catalogue of criminals
94% relevance 01/09/2000
The government wants to store the DNA of every person arrested in the UK. How
feasible is this proposal?

similar stories

Criminals to lose 'cars and homes'
94% relevance 22/05/2000
Criminals could see their homes, cars and spare cash confiscated under government
plans for England and Wales.

similar stories

Child prostitutes 'victims not criminals'
94% relevance 21/05/2000
Paying for sex with teenage prostitutes should be treated as child abuse, new government
guidelines are expected to say.

similar stories
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Burglars were experienced criminals
94% relevance 20/04/2000
Fred Barras and Brendan Fearon - the two burglars shot by farmer Tony Martin - were
experienced criminals with a string of convictions.

similar stories

'War criminal' in nursing home
94% relevance 29/12/1999
Police are trying to establish the identity of a man living in a UK nursing home who is
alleged to be a Nazi war criminal.

similar stories

Delays for Criminal Records Bureau
94% relevance 16/12/1999
A new government body designed to prevent child abusers finding work with children is
facing an 18 month delay in opening.

similar stories

Criminals given festive warning
94% relevance 14/12/1999
A police force is sending Christmas cards to criminals warning them against preying on
the elderly and vulnerable over the festive season.

similar stories

Will Archer face criminal charges?
94% relevance 22/11/1999
Legal experts are divided over the likelihood of Lord Archer facing criminal charges and
even a jail sentence for asking his friend to lie before a libel trial.

similar stories

Web war against criminals hots up
94% relevance 01/10/1999
The war on criminals hots up this weekend with the launch of a Website that allows
members of the public to e-mail the police with tip-offs.

similar stories

Gay couples' criminal compensation plans
94% relevance 04/08/1999
The government is considering whether a new criminal compensation law should be
extended to cover homosexual couples.

similar stories

Criminal record checks warning
94% relevance 27/05/1999
Plans to make it easier for employer to check job applicants' criminal records could lead
to people being "unnecessarily excluded from work".
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similar stories

Civic head's criminal record revealed
94% relevance 17/05/1999
A councillor whose criminal past has been revealed by a newspaper is set to become the
new Lord Provost of Glasgow.

similar stories

Blair targets young criminals
94% relevance 08/03/1999
Courts will be able to send children as young as 12 to local council secure
accommodation, under powers being unveiled by the government.

similar stories

Benefits warning for criminals
94% relevance 08/02/1999
Criminals who break court orders could have their social security benefits stopped under
a proposal being considered by ministers.

similar stories

Criminals forced to 'pay up'
94% relevance 10/11/1998
The government plans to create a National Confiscation Agency with the job of seizing
the illegal profits of crime.

similar stories

MP demands clampdown on conservation criminals
94% relevance 10/06/1998
Landowners who damage conservation areas should face greater punishments, says an
MP.

similar stories

National squad targets top criminals
94% relevance 31/03/1998
Britain's regional crime squads are replaced by one national organisation aimed at
catching the UK's 150 top criminals. It expects three-quarters of its work to focus on
drugs.

similar stories

Research claims to identify potential young criminals
94% relevance 04/03/1998
Young people who are potential criminals can be identified as young as seven or eight,
according to the Association of Chief Police Officers.

similar stories

Encryption...beating the criminals
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94% relevance 20/01/1998
Technology that could make the internet a crime free zone is being developed, but the
government doesn't want you to have it.

similar stories

When is a 'criminal' a 'political prisoner'?
94% relevance 16/01/1998
The visit of Northern Ireland Secretary Mo Mowlam to prisoners in the Maze Prison is
an admission of the political power wielded from within prison cells in the province but
are the inmates 'political prisoners'?

similar stories

Criminals get free run on the net
94% relevance 16/01/1998
They are the modern day outlaws. Swap the horse for a PC, and the pistol for a modem,
and computer hackers can rob banks and swindle companies with as much impunity as
their Wild West forebears.

similar stories

When is a 'criminal' a 'political prisoner'?
94% relevance 09/01/1998
The visit of Northern Ireland Secretary Mo Mowlam to prisoners in the Maze Prison is
an admission of the political power wielded from within prison cells in the province but
are the inmates 'political prisoners'?

similar stories
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